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Ext>ected Utility Theory: Rest in Peace'! 

Abstract 

From nll rcpmts. expected utility theory is dead. The reports are greatly exaggerated. 

1lus study makes two modifications whid1 revive expected utility theory. Rathel than directly 

modelling risk preferences by a von Neumann-Morgenstem utility function of wealth. risk 

preferences and the oxpe~tcd utility of wealth are derived from consumption and investment 

decisions over tune. Rather than using future wealth as t11e reference point for evaluating risk 

preferences, current wealth is used instead. The revived theory is both nonnative and descriptive. 

It specifies how rat10nal people ought to make decisions under risk and explains the major 

empincal findings about how people actually make decisions. For example, the Allais Paradox and 

its variations, preference reversals and frammg effects all result from rational decisions by 

unifonnly nsk-averse people. Moreover, apparently risk-seeking behaviour can result from risk

averse people with low rates of time preference taking risks to save for the future. 1l1e revived 

theory also shows why eliciting certamty equivalents cannot measure peoples' risk preferences but 

leads to new procedures for measuring both time and risk preferences. (JEL 081, 091) 

ii 



Expected Utility Theory: Rest in Peace? 

As a decision themy, expected utility theory has distinguished ancestors and has had a long 

and fnutful life. Now it has been overcome by too many paradoxes and its eulogy is being written 

in the economics and psychology literature. 

1l1e history of dl"Cision theories is a history of theoretical explanations followed by 

paradoxes followed by new explanations (Machina, 1987, Camerer). ln the 17111 century, Pascal, 

de Fennat and others proposed the expected value of a lottery as a decision theory. Nicholas 

Bemoulh pro\'lded a counter-example, known as the St. Petersburg Paradox, in which people 

would never be willing to pay the expected value. Daniel Bemoulli hypothesized what we now call 

a von-Neumann-rvtorgenstem utility ftmctton to resolve tl1e paradox. In this theory, people 

evaluate a gamble, not b)- its expected value, but by tlleir expected utility from the wealth which tile 

gamble provides. Expected utility tl1eory was bom. During its lifetime, it has greatly increased our 

tmderstanding of decisions w1der risk and has been widely applied to many problems in economics 

and psychology 

UnfortWlately, one of the axioms of expected utility theory requires linearity in 

probabilities. Allais provided tl1e first example in which peoples' choices violate tile linearity 

assumption. To resolve the AlJais Paradox and its variations, several researchers (Chew, Fishburn, 

1983, Quiggin, Machina, 1982) fonnulated new decision tl1eoties, collectively called non-expected 

utility models. which are nonlinear in probabilities. At about the same time as tl1e Allais Paradox 

was resolved, Lichtenstein and Slavic discovered preference reversals. People appear to reverse 

their preferences by assigning a higher certainty equivalent to one risky alternative and choosing 

another. Several tl1eories, collectively called nontransitive choice models, have been developed to 

explain preference reversals (Fish bum, 1991 ), but perhaps the most prominent is expected regret 

theory (Ben. Fishburn, 1982, Loomes and Sugden). 1\lso at about this time, Kahneman and 

Tversky discovered framing effects. People appear to be risk-averse if a problem is framed so that 

the outcome is a gain and to be risk-seeking if tl1e same outcome is a loss. Prospect tileory has 

been developed to explain different risk preferences for gains and losses (Tversky and Kalmeman). 

People who violate only the linearity assumption still seem to be rational and the non

expected utility models are worthy successors to expected utility tileory. However, people who 
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reverse thcu· preferences or are susceptible to framing effects appear to be irrational. Psychologists 

are unconcerned and posit expected regret theory and prospect theory as dccriptive of how people 

actually choose raU1er than nonnattve theones of how people ought to choose. Economists arc 

extremely concerned. TI1e presumption of rational behavior underlies both expected utility and 

non-e:xpt>ctcd utility theones, yet even non-expected utility theories are only partially consistent 

w1th preference reversals and cannot begin to explain framing efft'Cts (Tversky, Slovic and 

Kahneman. Safra, Seg.'ll and Spivak). Studies are now detem1ining which of the new theories 

prt.xhcts better (Harless and Camerer, Hey and Orme) E~<pccted utility theory and its descendents 

may be the last ofthetr line. 

Yet there is hope. Constdcr a further anomaly which none of the decision theories can 

explam. Fanners in many lesser-developed countries appear to be very risk averse but talk of 

livmg for U1e present and not wort)~ng about the future Bryan has travelled the world working 

wtth fanu households and has formulated the following conundmm. 

B1yan's Commdmm: Risk preferences are confounded with time preferences. How can 
you distingmsh a person who is afraid to get out of bed in the morning from a person who 
lays around in bed all day, enjoying the present rather than working and saving for the 
future? 

Fam1ers are not the only ones who confOLmd time and risk preferences. So do many economists 

and psychologists. ln the United States, for example. most academics invest in TIAA-CREF. 1l1e 

TJAA account provides a guaranteed annuity upon retirement. The CREF account is a high-risk 

stock market accOLmt with potentially high returns. Academic economists and psychologists can 

allocate their retirement savings to either of the accow1ts and revise their allocation periodically. Jn 

a leaflet accompanying the prospectus, the managers of TJAA-CREF offer the following advise for 

choosing an allocation: 

"Most experts agree that you should not take too much risk with your pension 
accumulation. On the other hand, if you don't take enough risk, you might not build 
zufficient assets for a comfortable retirement. So you need to find a risk-reward balance 
that's comfortable and appropriate for you." (Italics in original.) 

Economists and psychologists routinely choose greater risks for greater savings, yet they fonnulate 

themies of decisions tmder risk which are devoid of a savings motive. 
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l11e purpose of this article is to revise expected utility theory to incorporate a savings 

motive and resolve Btyan's Conundrum. Serendipitously, the revised tl1oo1y resolves tlu~ other 

paradoxes as well Therefore, tt 1s both nomtative, describing how people ought to make decisions, 

and descriptive, explaining more of the empirical evidence than other decision theories. 

TI1e reVtsed expected utility theory is based upon a consumption and investment model first 

constmcted by l\4etton to analyze financtal decisions and later generalized by Hertzler to analyze 

household consumptton and production decJstons. The tl1eory differs from otl1er decision theories 

in two ftUldamental ways. First, there is no utility ftmction for wealth. Instead, the expected utility 

of \vealth ts an indirect function derived from time preferences and the utility of consumption. 

Second, people do not use future wealth as a reference point Instead, they use current wealtl1 as 

the refert'llce pomt for evaluating their risk preferences, fom1ing expectations about the future and 

makmg dcctstons. 11us preserves three important properties of optimal decisions over time, namely 

the Markov, martingale and nonanticipating properties. l11ese properties ensure that time is 

modelled as asymmetnc, moving only forward. 

I. A Dynamic Decision Theory 

As a benchmark, consider a consumer on a fixed salary with no risky investments. A 

consumer may hehave as if tl1ey are maxnnizing tho present value of utilitv over time subject to a 

budget constramt for the change in wealth. 

"" 
(l ) v ( IJ'. s) = max J e -,"4 fJ( q - r) a dt; 

'1 
.\ 

subject to: 

dW =(iW- pq+ Y)dt. 

Indtrect uttlity of wealth. V, at initial times, depends upon an endowment of wealth, W. It results 

from choosing consumption, q, in each time period, t, to maximize direct utility, !J...q-y)"', 

discounted at tl1e rate of time preference, p. Direct utility is the so-called Stone-Geary function in 

which consumption is measured against a subsistence level, y, and a and pare parameters. Wealth 

increases with investment income at the risk-free rate, i, decreases wiili expenditures on 

consumption at price p, and increases with risk-free salary income, 1'. .For convenience, the time 

Expected utility Theory; R~:!st 1n P~ac~.? 
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honzon ts infinite. This assumption can be relaxed to include a finite titne horizon and, a utility 

function for bequests to fut\1re generations without substantially changingthe results to follow. 

ivtaximizing utility ove. the l>t1tirc time horizon Is equivalent to maximizing the Hatnilton-

Jacobt-Bellman equatton In each time period. 

( 2} 0 = J', + max{e-''{J{q- r)a + r~r.(iW- pq + Y)}. 
'1 

Consumption 1s chosen to maxnmzc the discounted direct utility of consumption plus the marginal 

mdtrect utihty of wealth. r,,., multiplied by the change in wealtb. l11e maximized result and the 

margmal mdirect utility of time, r~, sum to zero. 

By assuming the Stone-Geary funCtion for direct utility. the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman 

equatton can be mtegratcd into a closed-form solution for indirect utility. 

(3) J'(W ,I)= ( l- a)e-j'A l!.(p- ai)'H( iW- PI'~ r )"l 
pa (J- a)l 

Proof is m the Appendix Indirect utility is a Stone-Geary flmctlon of disposable income, iW - py 

+ r, augmented by a shift tenn contaming the real rate of time preference, p- ai. The advantage 

of a closcd-fom1 solution is the exa<..t measurement of welfare effects from income changes. 

Consumptton above subsistence also has a closed form defined by a linear expenditure 

equation. 

(4) (
iW-py+J') p(q-y)=(p-ai} --.. -. 

(1- a)1 

A fixed proportion of disposable income is expended in each time period with the trade-off between 

present and future consumption determined by the real rate of time preference. 

Next consider a consumer whose income is risky. In addition to choosing consumption? 

this consumer must choose among risky investments. 

(5) U(W.•>= n_:~x E{! .-,. /l:q- r>" dt }: 

subject to: 

dW = (iW - pq + (r- i)R)dt + aRdZ. 

Expected utility, U, is maximized by fanning expectations of the future, £, and choosing 

consumption, q, and investments, R. Risky investments generate income at the rate randmustpay 



an opportunity rate i bt>cause wealth 1s diverted from risk.frCQ investrnents. Althcntgh risky 

mvcstments arc expected to rt.~um tJm rca.l mte r- i, expectations will be in error by dRiiZ, wlu~re o-

ts a standard deviation and dZ 1s a Weiner process (Gard pp. 24.,25). Squadngthe Qrror giv~ the 

vnnanco of changes m wealth, d1R1dt. 

111e Hnmtlton-Jncobt .. Bcllmnn equation now includ~s a variance tcnn. 

(6) 

Consumption and nsky mvestments arc chosen to maximize the discounted tttility of consumption 

plus the margtnal utility of wc.11U1, Uw. multiplied by the expected change in wealth. plus one--half 

the second dcrivattvc, Unw• multiplied by the variance of changes in wealth. Marginal utility of 

wealth ts posttivc and, if the consumer is nsk-aversc. the second derivative is negative. As before, 

the maxmtized result and the marginal utility of time, U1, sum to zero. 

Expected urility also has a closed fonn solution 

(7) l}( '·J' } (J- a)e.''fJ( ( 1/ (r-i)l ))rz-l(iW- py)" 
r t = - p- a 1 + 12 - ----• pu ·(l- a)a2 (1- a)i 

Proof ts in the Appendix. Disposable income. iW- py, no longer includes salary income, but the 

real rate of ttme preference, p- eli - Yz( a I ( 1 - a) X ( r- i fl I a"), now subtracts a risk-adjusted 

rate of return on investment. As part of this risk-adjusted rate, the expected real rate of return, (r-

i), is di\ ided by its coefficient of variation, oJ I (r- f). 

Expected utility in equation (7) can be discussed in two parts. TI1e part containing 

disposable income ts a member of the hyperbolic absolute risk-aversion family of fum .. tions and can 

describe any sort of risk preferences, including all feasible combinations of increasing, constant or 

decreasing absolute risk aversion and increasing, constant or decreasing relative risk aversion 

(Merton). The coefficient of absolute risk .. aversion measures the dcgr<?e of curvature ofexpected 

utility. 

(8) 
(1- a)i 

-Uww I Uw = . . . .. 
rW- py 

For a risk-averse consumer with positive disposable income, u. is less than one and the CQCfficient 

of absolute risk-aversion is positive. The CQeft1cient is. a function of observed current WCf:)lth\ At 
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the bcgmning of each time period, a consumer takes stock of their wealth, evaluates th¢ir risk 

preferences, fonns e;l\pcctations about the future and makes a decision. In tl1is way) tl1e Markov, 

martmgalc and nonanticipattng properties (Gard, pp. 25 .. 26, 49, and 41) are preserved and time is 

asymmctnc. moving only forward, In contrast~ other d<!Cision theories use future wealtl1 as the 

reference pomt Fat example. the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of risk aversion may be calculated from 

a von Ncumann-Morg,...:nstem utility ftmction which depends upon fut~tre wealth. This leads to the 

followmg circular logic. Risk prcfen."ilces cannot be evaluated until future wealtJ1 is calculated; 

future wealth mu5t be calculated from current wealth by adding the gains or losses from the 

dt!ctstons bcmg made; decisions cannot be made until risk preferences are evaluated. Otl1er 

dectston thc:ones resolve this circular logic by assuming risk preferences arc evaluated and all 

dectstons are made simultam.'Ously in the future, However in a dynamic model, decisions cannot be 

made in the future about what to do today and the reference point must. be current wealth. 

TI1e other part of expected utHity in equatton (7) contains the real rate of time preference. 

l111s part shifts expected utility depending upon a consumer's tmpatience for current versus futtlrc 

consumption and the riskiness of investments. Traditional expcaed utility t11eory shifts expected 

utility for the tiskiness of investments by multiplying the utility of wealth by probabilities. Rank

dependent expected utility theory and other non .. expected utility theories shift expected utility by a 

nonlinear weighting of probabilities (Quiggin). However, these dcc1sion theories ascribe all 

behavior to risk preferences and do not consider ttme preferences. 

As in the previous case without risk, the linear e.xpcnditure equation for consumption 

depends upon dtsp"c;able income and the real rate of time preference. 

(9) 
( ( 

(r-i)
1 )J(iW-py) p(q- r>= p- ct i + Yz . . . ·r~ ... 

(1- a) (1- a)t 

In this case, however, e~-penditure can be interpreted as the real rate of time preference divided by 

the coefficiPnt of absolute risk-aversion. 

1110 demand for risky investments depends upon disposable income, the expected real rate 

of return and the variance for the rate of return. 

(10) 



Altemativcly. demand can be interpreted as the inverse of.thc cocfl'icil'flt of vuriation. di\~doo ;byth~ 

coeffictcrlt of absolute risk-averstott lf investments nrc quite risky1 the coefficient ofvarh1tion will 

be large and demand wtll be small Conversely, if investments are lcs$ risky, the coefficient of 

vanntton will be small and demand will be large Investments need not be positive. .If forw~rd 

ccntrncts or t\.tturcs markets are nvililable. a risk-averse person who c~'\pC(..is a neg.'ltive real rate of 

rctum w1ll go 11Short" and make n negative mvcstment by selling more than they own on the promise 

of buymg m the future 

Most methods for nt~1sunng risk preferences elicit people's certainty equivalents. A 

ct~rtmnty eqmvalcnt 1s the rtsk-free mconte for whtch mdtrcct utility witl1out risk equals expected 

utlltty Wtth nsk 

( 11} 
a (r- ;f~ ~~ 

C= (1-X·.··---:·· ~·-~-~-) -1 (iW-py). 
p- (XI (1- a)cr I. a~ ) 

Substitutmg certamty cqmvalent C to replace nsk~froo income }'equates indirect utility in equation 

( 3) to expected utthty m equation (7) A certainty equivalent depends upon time and risk 

prefercr1ces TI1erefore. an elicitation method based solely upon certainty equivalents will confowtd 

the two 

Studtes to ehc1t nsk preferences usually describe risky alternatives as lotteries having 

vanous probabthttes of gains or losses. TI1e model here describes risky investments by a stochastic 

process haVIng an expected return and a variance. 

(12) dR=(r-i)Rdt+crRdZ. 

TI11s stochastic process can be converted to prob~hilities by specifying its transition density and 

integratmg to find transition probabilities. Its tr ion density is log .. nomtal. 

( 13) ( R R ) = (
2 

., { _ ))~ ~ ..(lnll,-(ln(~-t{r-tXr ... ,)t-}~al(::-t)}}2 ll~(r-r) 
p t, , , r, r n:a"' r 1 e . 

Proof 1s m U10 Appendix. Transition density, p (not to be confused with the price of consumption) 

depends upon the current time, f, the current demand for risky investments) R1, a future time, r, :md 

the future outcome for risky investtnents, Rr Given current investments, the probability that the 

future outcome will be less than some constant, say Rt, is the area tUlder the transition density from 

/Expcctecl Utility Theory: Rest in Peace? 
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~co to R, 11te probab1lity that it will be greater than Rt but less than R1, is tJ1e area from Rt to Rm 

and the probability that it will be greater than R11 is the area from R11 to co. 11tese three transitioll 

probabthttes wtll be called P1, P2 and P3 for low, medium and high outcome!). 

n, 
(14) /~ = J p(t,R,. r,x)d\·~ 

ll, 

!~ = fpu. R,, r,x)dx~ 
u, 
1l(l 

P, = J p( r, R,, r,x)d\· 
R, 

Transition probabilities are illustrated 

m Ftgure I \\~th future time r equal 

to t + L the bound R, equal to 95% 

p(~R~ti+1,Rj_1. 1 ) 

oe 

Figure I. Probabilities I, 2 nnd 3 for Low, Medium 
of the original mvestmcnts, R,, and tmd IIi h Outcomes. 

----~------------------------.. the bound R,
1 

equal to 145% of the 

original investments. Event 1 is an outcome on the x-axis of less than 713, Event 3 is an outcome 

of more than I 088 and Event 2 is an outcome between 713 and 1088. Probabilities for these events 

are the areas P 1, P2 and P3 under the transition density for the log~nonnal distribution. As areas, 

they depend upon the mean and variance. A large P3, 

for example, results from either a high expected rate of 

return, which shifts the tmnsition density to the right. 

or from a large variance, which flattens the peak and 

thtckens the tails of the density. 

Using these probabilities, implications of the 

model can be related to empirical findings in the 

literature. l11e model is implemented in Microsoft 

Excel using the built:-in function for the cumulative 

nonnal probability and a copy is available from the 

author. Baseline assumptions for parameters are listed 

Table I. Baseline 
Parameters for SimulatiQn. 

t 0 

a 0.6 

p l 

r 100 

p 0.05 

0.04 

r OJ 
cr2 0.5 

p 1 

w 5000 
y 50 

R, 0.95R 

R, 1.45R 

t' t+ 1 



m Tablo I. In patticular. people are moderately risk-averse and investments are very dsky. 

II. Gamblers as Savers 

People can be nsk-averse but have a strong savings motive and applk'lf to be seeking risks, 

Binswanger ( 1980) found that farmers in India have similar degrees of risk aversion but nominate a 

wide range of ccttainty cqutvalents 111e explanation is shown in Figure 2 for three people having 

the same baseline parameters from 

Table 1 except for different rates of 

tune preference First. ce1tamty 

Cortatnty·Equtvalont I 
Expcrtod-Roturn Ratio 

3 • ,1)•0.0316 

eqmvalents, C, are calculated from 2 l 

equatton (II) and expected retums 

from nsky investments, (r - i)R, are 
,,. 0 0400 

~------------------- ------------------------
calcuhlted as the real rate of retum 

10 ~ H ~ ~ 00 10 

multtplied by the quanttty invested Returns from Risky Investments 

from equation ( I 0) TI1et1, ratios of Figure 2. Ratios of Certainty Equivalents to EXJ)ected 
Uctums for Three Rates of Time Preference. 

certamty equivalents to expected 

rctums are plotted versus returns from riaky investmet1ts. Traditionally, if the ratio is gre.ater t11an 

one and the certainty-equivalent exceeds the expected retum, a person is labelled as risk seeking. If 

the rauo equals one, a person is labelled as risk-neutral, and if the rat1o is less than one, as nsk-

averse. In Ftgure 2, the person with a lower rate of time preferet1ce (p = 0.0316) has a ratio of 2.8 

but is just as risk averse as the person with an intermediate rate (p = 0.0366) and a ratio of] and 

as nsk-averse as the person with a 

higher rate (p'""' 0.0466) and a ratio 

of 0.4. Although retums from risky 

investments are unaffected, certainty 

equivalents arc extremely soositive to 

rates of time preference. 

Plotting utility in Figure 3 

vcrrfics that all three people have the 

Utility 

. 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~ ....... ..-~-~~-.... • ...,_ ~---.. ~'~"" .. --- _,_"'"""'' .. '''-'"'"'''-1•·"----~· ... ,..,_.,._.,.._,.,_...,, __ ........,._._ .. _._., 

10 H ~ ~ ~ 00 
Returns from Risky Investments 

Figure 3. Utility Functions Shifted by Rates of Time 
Preference. 

70 

Expect~d Ut;lity Theory: Re$( in P~ace? 
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same degree of risk aversion. Utility is shifted by each person's rate of time preference but, at a 

given level of retums, has the same degree of curvature. For example, at returns of $20, all three 

people have a coefficient of absolute risk-aversion, -Uww I Un'• equal to 0.00036. 

C'ertamty cqtnvalents cnn be explained graphically by comparing expected utility with 

utihty Ftgurc 4 plots utility and expected utility for the person who has a higher rate of h;~1e 

preference The result is apparently 

conststcnt w1th traditsonal theory in 

wh1ch expected utiltty is below a 

concave utility funct1on and the 

cert.mnty equivalent IS less tl1nn the 

expected retums from nsk-y 

mvestments For example, nsky 

returns of $20 give tl1e same utility as 

a ccrtamty equivalent of $8, for a 

rat1o of0.4 

Utility 

I 

tO • ~ w 00 

Roturns from Risky lnvestmunts 

Figure 4. Utility, Expected Utility and CCJtainty 
E uivalents for· a Hi bet· Rate of Time Preference. 

I 

70 

Although not shown graphically, utility coincides with expected utility for tlle person who 

has an mtermedtate rate of time preference. The certainty equivalent always equals expected 

returns, giving a ratio of I, even 

though utility is concave. Figure 5 

plots utility and expected utility for 

the person who has a lower rate of 

ttme preference. 1l1is result has no 

counterpa1t in otl1er decision tl1eories. 

A lower rate of time preference shifts 

expected utility above utility and tl1e 

certainty equivalent exceeds expected 

Utility 

' ~." ... ····+ 
tO 20 30 ~0 !10 00 

Returns from Risky Investments 

Figm·e 5. Utility, Expected Utility and Certainty 
E uivalents for a Lower Rate of Time .Pt•efe.rence. 

70 

returns. In this example, a risky return of $20 has a certainty equivalent. of $56, for a ratio of 2.8. 

A person may be extremely averse to risk but have a low enough rate of time preference to 

shift expected utility until the certainty equivalent equals or exceeds expected retums. A desire to 
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~ave can easily dominate aversion to risk. As a consequence, studies that elicit certainty 

eqUivalents confound ttme and nsk preferences and people labelled as risk neutral or risk seeking 

may sunpl~ w1sh to save for the future. 

HI. F•·om a Gambler ton Miser 

People appear to change their risk preferences as probabilities change. Kachelmeier and 

Shehata pa1d h1gh monetary incentives to students in Chma to accurately elicit their certainty 

equtvalents Rattos of certainty equivalents to expected retums ranged from around 2 to 4 at low 

probablllttes of wmning a lottery but fell to arow1d 1 or less at high probabilities of winning. The 

results were replicated for low monetary mcentives paid to students in Canada and t11e United 

States Non-expected utility theones can explain t!1ese results if t11e same person is interpreted as 

bemg a gambler at low probabtlitles and a miser at high probabilities. An altemative explanation 

comes from expected utility in equation (7) and ti1e certamty equivalent in equation ( ll ). Both can 

be nonlinear 111 the real rate of retum, m the vatiancc and, as a consequence, in probabilities, even 

though people are unifonnly averse to risks. 

Figure 6 illustrates. For ti1e same risk-averse people as before, ratios of their certainty 

eqwvalents to expected retums are graphed versus the probability of winning. The probability of 

\\~nning is the chance that any money 

put at nsk wilJ remain tlle same or 

mcrease. It is calculated as ti1e 

Certainty-Equival•mt I 
Expected-Rcturr ~atio 

3 • 

transition probability P3 in equation 2 + 

( 14) with tl1e bound R
11 

set equal to 

the risky investment, R,. For a 

positive real rate of return, ti1e 

probability of winning will start 

above 0.5 and increase to I as the 

rate of retum increases. ln Figure 6, 

It, -------------~p-·~o~.OlOO~----------------
p•o.o•oo 

01 O.ll 0.9 

Prob( R t+1~ R t ) 

Figt~re 6. Ratios of Certainty Equivalents. to Expected 
Returns for Iucreasin Probabilities Winnina. 

t!1e ratio of certainty equivalents to expected returns falls from 2.8 to just above 1 for the person 

wiili a lower rate oftime preference. In this case, the ratio is highly nonlinear in probabilities. l11e 

Expected Utility Theory: Rest in Peace? 
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ratio statts at 1 and declines gradually for the person with a medium rate of time preference, and 

starts at 0.4 ani stays about constant for the person with the higher rate of time preference In 

these cases. the ratios are almost linear. Nonlinearity of the ratios, then, is evidence of a lower rate 

of time preference, linearity is evidence of a medium to higher rate but neither provides evidence 

about nsk preferences. 

Binswanger ( 1980), followed by Kachel meier and Shehata found that people appeared to 

be Jess nsk averse or more risk-seeking when the payoffs from a lottery were lower Binswanger 

( 1981) attributt>d the findings to increasing relative risk aversion. For risk aversion to change as 

the payoff of the lottery changes, people must use future wealth as their reference point in 

evaluating thetr risk preferences. l11is is consistent with otl1er decision tl1eories but inconsistent 

with dynanucally optimal decisions tmder risk. Kachelmeier and Shehata attributed the apparent 

differences in nsk preferences to the enjoyment of gambling as entertainment which enters directly 

into peoples' utility. At low payoffs, the marginal utility of gambling becomes more noticeable. 

Certamly, people do eqjoy gambling (Conlisk). The question is whether tl1e marginal utility of 

gambling is necessary to explain apparently greater risk-seeking for low payoffs. 

Figure 7 shows the effect of low payoffs on a person witl1 a low rate of time preference. 

To model a low payoff, the real rate of retum and the standard deviation for the stochastic process 

of equatton ( 12) are multiplied by a constant, k. which is less tl1an one: dR = k(r- i)Rdt + kaRdZ. 

If a person is restricted to tl1e same 

investment as with the high payoff, 

their certainty equivalent in equation 

( 11 ) is tmaffected but expected 

returns, k( r - i)R, will be smaller by 

tl1e proportion k. In Figure 7, tl1e 

ratio of certainty equivalents to 

expected retums is higher at all 

probabilities if investment is 

restricted. However, a person would 

Certalnty,Equivalent I 
Expected-Return Ratio 

I 
t 

2 t 

' 1 
L-··--· ~-----~·----~---,---+----· 

U ~ M 1 

Prob( Rt+1~ Rt) 

Figure 7. Ratios of Certainty Equivalents to Expected., 
Returns for IDgh .and Low PJ)yofl"s. 

rather choose a larger investment, larger by the proportion I I k) and expected returns) (r - i)R, will 



be the same as with a higher payoff. Due to the lower real rate of return, however, the probability 

of wmning is lo\ver and the ratio of certainty equivalents to e.xpected returns in Figure 7 is lower 

wtth optnnal investment. 

Even though time and risk preferences are constant, the ratios of certainty equivalents to 

expected returns will vary with the payoffs to a lottery. How the ratios will vary depends upon the 

mles of the lottery Binswanger ( 1980) and Kachelmeier and Shehata restricted people's choices 

and fOlmd htgher rattos. 

IV. Allaying the Allais Paradox 

According to traditional theory, people1s choices should be linear in probabilities. Figure 8 

graphs these indifference curves over probabilities for three possible events. Event I has the lowest 

payoff and a probability shown along the x-axis. Event 3 has the highest payoff and a probability 

along the y-ax1s. Event 2 has an intemuxiiate payoff and a probability which equals one minus the 

sum of Probabilities l and 3. Along the hypotenuse of the triangle, for example, Probabilities 1 

and 3 sum to one and Probability 2 equals zero. At the origin~ Probabilities I and 3 equal zero and 

Probability 2 equals one. Elsewhere, Probability 2 is between zero and one. 

In Figure 8, the indifference curves are parallel lines. 

Probability 1 for the low payoff event 

decreases and expected utility 

mcreases. Mo\~ng from bottom to 

top, Probability 3 for the high payoff 

event increa,)es and expected utility 

also increases. Expected utility is 

greatest at the upper left-hand comer 

of the triangle where Probability 3 

equals one and the other probabilities 

Probability 3 
, T· 

i 

Moving from right to left, 

Increasing Expected Utility 

are zero. Inscribed within the probability triangle is a parallelogram with comers A1, ~' B1 and 

8 2• At point A1, Event 1 has a probability of0.05, Event 2 has a probability of0.95 andEvent3 

has a probability of 0. At point ~, Events 1, 2 and 3 have probabilities O.l, 0,6 and 0.3. 
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Compared to A1 and A2, points B1 and B2 have larger probabilities for Event l, smaller 

probabilities for Event 2 and the same probabilities for Event 3. For the indifference curves in 

Ftgure 8, people will prefer point A2 to A1 and point B2 to B1 along the upper edge of the 

parallelogram. \Vhen asked to choose, however, people tend to prefer points A1 and B2 at opposite 

comers of the parallelogram. This is the Atlais Paradox. Variations of the paradox are the 

common consequence effect, the common ratio effect and the utility evaluation effect. 

Machina (1987) offers an 

explanation for the Allais Paradox in 

whtch indifference curves are not 

parallel. but rather "fan out." In 

Figure 9, indifference curves are still 

stratght lines but have a shallower 

slope m the lower right-hand comer 

of the probability triangle and a 

steeper slope in the upper left~hand 

Probability 3 

J 
4 
l 

041 

Increasing Preferences 

,_./.. .. -~~- .. L~ .. -~ 
02 o.c 06 0.8 

Probability 1 

.Figure 9. Indifference Curves for Machina's 
Hypothe.sis of "Fanning Out". 

comer. For these indifference curves, people will prefer events at opposite comers of the 

parallelogram, points A1 and 8 2. 

Empirical evidence suggests 
Probability3 

that indifference curves are not 1 

straight lines. Camerer and Ho 

graphed the indifference curves for a 

selection of non-expected utility 

theories and for prospect theory. 

Those for prospect theory are very 

similar to the indifference curves for 

expected utility in equation (7) of this 

08 

h:l'easrg Prefer~es - '"-., 
~ ........ ---·--.--->-·------··_____..., 

02 0~ 0.6 0.8 1 
Probability 1 

Figure 10 •. Indifference Curves for Exp~cted Utility in 
E ··uation 7. 

study. Figure 10 illustrates. Expected utility increases by moving tip and to the.left and is greatest 

where Probability 3 approaches 0.8 and Probability 1 approaches zero. People do not prefer to be 

at the upper left-hand comer of the probability triangle because Event 3 has a high exp~ed retUITl 



and a high variance and Event 2 has an intemtediate expected retum but a low variance, Risk• 

averse people prefer a combination of the. two. The lower right-hand comer is avoided because 

Event 1 has a low return and a high variance and risk-averse people will never prefer it. Moreover, 

the indifference curve nearest the center of the probability triangle demarcates desireable risks on 

the left from undesireable risks on the right. To the left, expected utility exceeds the utility a 

person could achieve if they took no risks and the certainty equivalent is positive. People are 

willing to pay for the opportunity to mvest. To the right, expected utility is less tl1an the utility a 

person could have by avoiding risks entirely and the certainty equivalent is negative. People would 

be willing to pay to avoid these undesireable risks and will invest only if forced to do so. 

If asked to nominate certainty equivalents for the dcsireable risks A1 and A2 and for the 

desireable risks B1 and 82, people will tend to nominate higher certainty equivalents for A1 and B2 

on opposite comers of the parallelogram, in accordance with the Allais Paradox. However, careful 

distinction must be made between certainty equivalents on one hand and the actual choice among 

risky alternatives on the other. TI1is topic is discussed in tl1e next section. 

V. Reversing Preference Rev~rsals 

People may place a higher value on one alternative, yet choose another. Lichtenstein and 

Slavic presented people with lotteries called the P-bet and the $-bet. The P-bet had a h1gh 

probability of an intennediate payoff and the $-bet had an intermediate probability of a high 

payoff. When elicited for tl1eir certainty equivalents, many people put a higher value on the $-bet. 

When asked to choose between bets, they chose the .P•bet. By valuing the $-bet higher but 

choosing tl1e P-bet it appears they reversed their preferences. 

In a dynamic model with consumption and risky investments, people can nominate a higher 

certainty equivalent for one investment yet choose another without reversing their preferences. A 

certainty equivalent in equation (11) is affected by choices for both consumption and risky 

investments and depends upon both time and risk preferences but demand for risky investm~ts in 

equation ( 1 0) depends only upon risk preferences. Figure 11 plots iso-demand curves within the 

probability triangle. Along an iso-demand curve different combin~tions of Events 1, 2 anq 3 h~ve 

the same coefficient of variation and result in tlle same .level of investment. Nearest totl1e center of 

Expecte1d Utility Theory: .Rf1~1ti.Rifa,ce? 
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the probability triangle is the iso-

demand curve for zero investment at 

the demarcation between desireablc 

and undesireablc risks. Moving to 

the left, investm<..~nt increases and the 

1so-demand curves become almost 

hncar Nottcc that the 1so-demand 

curves arc also consistent with the 

Ptob~tbility3 , 
Q8 

06 

04 

-(---\,\\:\'\-\•\-t'"'r h:tt!A!!II'Q htfllltmet 

•!' ........ .......a~~ .. ~.. , .... 
02 1)4 O.ll 

Probability 1 

li'igure II. lso-demand Curves for Risky Investments 
over Combinations ofEvents. 

Allms Paradox as discussed in the prc\~ous section. 

Now suppose the P-bet and the $-bet have the following fonns. 

{ 

0 20 chance of Event I 

P- bet: 0. 65 chance of Event 2 

0 15 chance of Event 3 
{ 

0.15 chance of Event J 

$- bet 0.35 chance of Event 2 

0.50 chance of Event 3 

l11e P-bet. has a large chance of an intennediate payoff and the $-bet has a reasonable 

chance of a large payoff. In Figure 12, the P-bet is at tl1e intersection of a low indifference curve 

and a high 1so-demand curve The$-

bet 1s at the intersection of a higher 

mdiffcrence curve but a lower iscr 

demand curve A person may be 

willing to pay a larger certainty 

equivalent for the opportunity of 

investing in the $-bet but choose tl1e 

P-bet by risking more of their wealth 

on it Lichtenstein and Slavic also 

Probability 3 
1 

02 04 0.6 08 
Probability 1 

Figure 12. Higher Certainty Eqllivalent for the $-tlet 
and Greater Investment in the P-bet 

constructed $··bets which had a greater demand for investn1ent than the P-bet. Such a bet· is any 

point to the left of the iso-demand curve and above the indifference curve which intersect ~t the p.,. 

bet. In summary, eliciting a person's certainty equiv~lent does not sitnultaneously elicit their choice 

among risky altematives because there is no correspondence between llie two. A .certainty 
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equivalent is an income measure similar to the compensating variation of consumer theory but 

choices are govemcd by a demand equation. 

VI. Constrained by the ll'ramc 

People appear to be risk-averse when expecting a gain and risk-seeking \Vhen expecting a 

loss. Kahncman and Tversky demonstrated this by giving people two decision problems with 

identical outcomes. 

In addition to whatever you own, you have been given $1 ,000. You are now asked to 
choose bt't.:Wt.'Cil a l/2 lf2 chance ofa gain of$1,000 or $0 or a sure gain of$500. 

2. ln addition to whatever you own, you have been given $2,000. You are now asked to 
choose between a lf2 . 1/ 2 chance of a loss of$1 ,000 or $0 or a sure loss of$500. 

From the reference point of final wealth. the two decision problems are symmetric. A person who 

chooses the sure gain in problem 1 and the sure loss in problem 2 will have a final wealth of 

$1,500. A person wh~ gambles in both problems wiH have a final wea~th of either $1,000 or 

$2,000. Although the problems have identical outcomes, most people choose the sure gain in the 

first problem and the gamble in the secvnn Apparently identical problems lead to different 

decisions depending upon how they are framed. Tversk"y and Kahneman postulate that people are 

risk-aver .. e for gains and risk-seeking for losses and have advanced prospect theory to predict 

peoples' behavior. 

In a dynamic model of decisions under risk, the reference point is not final wealth, but 

current wealth. Several empirical studies have observed the stability of risk prefermces over risky 

alternatives (Markowitz, Machina, 1982) and are consistent with current wealth as the reference 

point. .People observe their wealth, evaluate their risk preferences, form expectations about the 

future and make their decisions. From this vantage, decision problems 1 and 2 are not symmetric. 

Problem 2 contains an element of compulsion which problem 1 does not. To elaborate, suppose 

people are given a third alternative in each problem. Once the reference .point of initial wealth is 

established, they may choose the gamble or the sure bet, as before, but they may also choose 

neit11er. If they choose neither, they simply retain .their initial wealth. In probltml 1, everyone 

would choose either the gamble or the sure bet and expect to be better off than at tlteir initial 

wealth. Jn problem 2. everyone would choose neither because both thj! gamble ancl the sl)re b~ 

Expectcdl.Jtility Thepry: R~$f in.Rc£1a¢.? 
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would make them worse off tl1an at their initial wealth. 1l1e fr~ming of problem 2 constrains 

pl>oplc to take losses which tl1cy would oU1crwisc avoid. 

From the reference point of initial we.·dth, problems 1 and 2 are completely diffetl~nt. A 

decision problem for losses which is sytnmt.'tric to problem 1 for gains would be as follows: 

3 In addition to whatever you own, you have been given $1,000. You are now asked to 
cl1oose betwL~'tl a 1/ 2 : 1/2 chance of a loss of$1,000 or $0 or a sure. gain of$500. You 
may hedge the. gamble if you wish by going ,. short" and choosing a 11egati ve gamble to 
convert the loss into a gain. 

In a world with risk markets, pt.'Oplo can invest positive or negative ammmts. If a risk-averse 

person cxpa'1s a gain, they will go "long11 and make a positive investm~t. If they expect a loss, 

they wHI go "short.., and make a negative investment by selling more than they own on the promise 

of buy1ng tn the future. A negative gamble in problem 3 tums the chance of a loss into a positive 

expected rt"tum on nwestment 

TI1e demand for investment in equation (I O) places no restrictions on R. the amount of 

wealth put at nsk. If a risk-averse person c.xpects the real rate .of retum, (r- i), to be positive, tl1ey 

will mvest a posttivc amount Otherwise, they , ... ~n invest a negative amount. Either way, expect;ed 

return on investnu.•nt, (r- i)R. ts posittve and the investment is a desireable risk. A person must be 

constramed to take an undesireable risk on the right-hand side of the probability triangle. 1l1e 

constraint could ~ke many fonns 

but. for illustration, assume a person 

ts constramed to invest an amount 

which is equal in magnitude but 

opposite in sign to the amotutt they 

would freely choose. 1l1is particular 

constraint allows a dosed-from 

solution in which the coefficient of 

+ 1/ 2 in equations (7), (9) and ( 11) is 

04~ 

oj 
J, 

i·-·····~+--·-~·--~·~ 
02 

Fignre 13. lnlfift'ertnce Curves in the .Region of 
Uudesireable :Risks. 

replaced by -1 1/2 Figure 13 shows the indifference curves in the right-hand side ofthe probability 

triangle in tltc rt'gion of undesireable risks. As before, .expected utility increases from ti~tto left. 

Figure 14 shows the iso•demand curves. Investment increases from left to right in the direction 
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oppr•~ite to preferences, Camerer and Ho measured whattheythought were indiff~u~ce curv¢S .Qllt 

were nctually iso-dcmand curves in 

the nght~hand side of the probability 

tnangle 1l1ey fmmd the curves to be 

concave. similar to tl1ose in Figure 

14 "n1cse iso-demand curves are 

very different from those for 

destreable nsks and someone who is 

forced to take a loss will not behave 

symmctncally 

Pro!labi!ity 3 

.'.! 
t 

oa 1 
4 
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t 

02 1 h:t'll~!/iflgh'l!lrtm<•t -

l ~~~~ 
os 

Figure 14. l.so-demand curves in the Region uf 
Undesireable Risks. 

Ftgure 15 illustrates tl1e unconstrained and constrained decision problems. It shows three 

mdifference curves and two iso-demand curves. The iso-demand curves have points C and D on 

them As before, the indifference curve ncar tl1e center of the probability triangle demarcates 

destrcable mvcstments on the left from undesireable investments on the right. A positive certainty 

eqmvalent will increase utility from 

that of the mdifference curve near the 
Probability 3 

1 

center to that of the indifference curve 
j 

on the left A negattve certainty oe t 

equtvalent~ which is equal m 

magnitude, will decrease utility to 

tl1at of the indifference curve on the 

rigl1t. 1l1e 1so-demand curve on the 

left is for a desircable investment, 

either positive or negative. 1l1e iso-

~---....,:::::C--·· ··-·"1··,.--.~->'"l-•• -H ~···h·• <• ••• • _,. ••••• •• 

02 04 06 u 
Probability 1 

Figtare 15. EqJJal and Opposite Unconstrained :md 
Constrained .Investments. 

demand curve on the right is for a forced investment equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. 

Analogous to problems 1 and 2, the two decision problems for Figure 15 are as foiJows: 

1. Given your current w~lth, choose between i) a 17% chance ofEvent 1, a 26% chance of 
Event 2 and a 57% chance of Event 3 at point C; ii) a certainty equivalentto reach the 
indifference curve shown furthest to the left in the triangle; or iii) no change at the 
indifference curve nearest the center of the probability triangle. 

Exp(Jctecl Utility Thf!ory: R~~t {n Pe~cm? 
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II. Given your current wea1U1 .• choost> between i)a 57% c:hanceofEvent l, ~ 26% ch~1ceof 
Event 2 and a 17% chance of Event 3 at point D; ii) a .Gertainty eqmvalent to reac:h the 
indifference curve shown furthest to the right in the triangle; or iii) no change at the 
mdifference curve nearest the centel' of tl1e probability triangle. 

In dcctston problem l, a risk~averse person may choose a certamty equivalent to reach the higl1est 

indifference curve rather Uum the risky investment at point C. In decision problem ll, a risk-averse 

person may choose no change along the indifference curve nearest. U1e center. If this option is 

eliminated. U1ey \\~U be forced to choose the risky investment at point D. People need not. flip U1eir 

nsk preferences for their decisions to be asymmetric. l11ey may be tmiformly averse to risk but 

make asymmetric decis10ns because, from the vantage of current wealUt, U1e decision problems are 

asymmetric. 

Vll. Resolving Bryan's Conundrum 

Eltcitmg a person's certainty equivalent cannot disentangle U1eir time and risk preferences 

but ehcitmg both a certainty equivalent and the demand for investment can. First, a person can be 

pr~.::sented wiU1 an investment opportunity which has either a positive or negative real rate of return~ 

(r- 1), and a variance, aJ If it will make tl1e prescntatton easier, equation (14) can be applied to 

convert tlte rate and variance to events with probabilities. Titetl Ute person can be asked how much 

they wish to mvest, R. Substituting equation (8) into equation ( 10) and rearranging allows tlle 

calculation ofthetr coefficient of absolute risk-aversion. 

(15) 
rl--u,llJ' I U11 . = R--. . 

(r-r) 

A risk-averse person wiUt a positive coefficient will invest a positive or negative amotult depending 

whether the real rate of retum is expected to be positive or negative. Eitller way. a riskc-averse 

person expects to make a gain. Interestingly, a risk-seeking person invests Ute opposite way and 

expects to make a loss. Defining behavior in iliis way suggests Utat most people are risk-averse 

and few are truly risk"seeking. Even gamblers may be at U1e casino for entertainment (ConlisJ...) 

and might appreciate better odds. In their study, Kachelmeier and Shehata explained students' 

behavior as risk-seeking but provide anecdotal evidence that Ute students were actually risk averse. 
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Students all chose to pmtictpate because they e;xpected to gain. Ri!*.-sooking students would have 

participated even if they expected to lose. 

For the next step in the elicitation, a person could be asked for their disposable income, UV 

- py. Using infonnation on investments and disposable income, the coefficient c:x, can be cah~ulated 

after rearranging equation (I 0). 

(16) 

CocfficiL'llt ex. will be less than one for risk-aversion. Finally, a certainty equivalent could be 

elicitied and th<.~ rate of time preference, p, calculated after rearranging equation (ll ). 

(17) I )-1] a 

. \.r- i)2 C u-t 

p= a i + Ya ---·-~-[1-(-:---+I J . (1 - a) o-'2 t W - py 

Altcmatively. a person's time and risk preferences could be ascertained from their actual 

consumption and investments. From information about rates of return, variances of the rates, 

disposable income and investments, r.t. could be calculated using equation ( 16). With further 

tnformatton about expenditures on consumption above subsistence, p could be calculated after 

rearranging equation (Q) 

(18) 
)

-1 ( ) iW- py (r- i)2 

P = p( q - r >( ~---:- + a i + ~ · . 
(l- a)r (1- a)~ 

Time and risk preferences can be disentangled either by eliciting peoples' choices in experiments or 

by observing their actual behavior. Bither method requires a considerable amount of infommtion 

but is otherwise straightforward to implement. 

VIII. Conclusions 

'111e decision theory proposed in this study is an expected utility theory and, as a 

consequence, is normative. It's lmderlying assumptions differ from t11ose of other decision theories 

in two ways. First, people are assumed to have time and consumption preferences. Their e;xpected 

utility of wealth and, hence, their risk preferences are derived indirectly from these. Second, the 

reference point is not final wealth, but current wealth. People observe their current wealth, 

Expected Utility T11eory: Rest in Peace.? 
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cvalt.ate their risk preferences. fonu expectations about the future und make their decisions. TI1ey 

make two decisions. one for consumption and another for risky investments. Although risky 

investments depend only upon risk preferences, consumption depends upon both time and risk 

preferences. As a result. expected utility of wealth and the corresponding certainty cquiv;.tlent also 

depend upon time and risk preferences. 

The expected utility theory in dus study Is also descriptive because it is consistent with the 

empirical evtdcncc about pt"'pte•s dt>eisions under tisk. 111eir choices are consistent with the Allais 

Paradox because their indifference curves and iso-demand curves are nonlinear in probabilities. 

People do not reverse their preferences when they assign a higher certainty equivalent to a $-bet but 

then choose t11e P-bet: bec<\UsC there is correspondence between certainty equivalents and choices. 

A certainty cqmvalent is an income measure and choices are govemed by a demand equation. 

People do not flip from being risk-~w(.'rse for gains to being risk-seeking for losses. Although gains 

and losses may appear symmetnc from a refrrence point of future wealth, from t11e vantage of 

current wealth t11ey are always asymmetric. Expected gains are desireable risks~ expected losses 

are undestreable. Risk-averse people may be constrained by the framing of a decision problem to 

take losses they would qtberwisc avoid. Finally, further stud1es could use t11e theory of this study 

to design experiments whtch resolve Bryan'., Conundnmt and disentangle time preferences from 

risk preferences. 

11le bad news is that many empirical studies have elicited ce1tainty equivalents and have 

incorrectly attributed the results to risk preferences. The good news is that other empirical studies 

(Binswanger, 1980, Cicchetti and Dubin, Dalal and Arshanapalli) have detem1ined the demand for 

risky investments and have correctly measured risk preferences. Other good news is that applied 

decision analysis using such techniques as portfolio theory and mean-variance analysis can 

continue as before, with the caveat that people may be more averse to risk than previously thought. 

Further investigations of certainty equivalents and demands for risky investments may reveal that 

people are significantly averse to risk but take t 1sks anyway to save for t11e future. TI1e final good 

news is that the eulogies for expected utility t11oory are prematme. 
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APPENDIX: PROOFS 

Closed-form solutions 

For the expected utility function in cquatton (7), partially differentt.itC once "vith respect to 

tmw and twtce with respect to wealth 

l', =-pU. 

Ull ::: at?·'.-:!!( p- a( I + ~ _(!_-:_r/ .... ))t:r-1 ( ~!!:::_.[!!_ Jrr-1 ::: ____!!}_ ___ U, 
p(' 2 (1- a}d \ (l- a)r iW- py ' 

a( a- I )i2 

lirnr = ... - ..... ·-· ··--~··· U 
(iW- pyfJ. 

Fmd the optimality condittons for consumption and risky investments from the Hamilton-Jacobi-

Bellman equation m (6) 

ae~''{J{q- y}a-t- Uw p = 0~ 
Uw ( r - t) + V,..,,. cr R = 0 

Solve for q - rand R and substitute the partial derivatives u,. and Uww to get the demand for 

consumptton above subsistence and the demand for risky mvestments. 

I 

(q-y)=(·:::_~u, 11 )~~-~ =_!_(p-a(i+Y, (r-1)' ·J)(iW-pyJ· 
afl p 2

(1- a}cr (1- a)i ' 

(r ·- i) (r- i)( iW- py I 
R = { -Umr · Uw )d = ---;;:-- .( 1 - a}i) 

Finally, substitute tl1e partial derivatives and the optimal consumption and investment into the 

right-hand side of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. 

-pU+ e-f(p(p-a(i+~ (r-i)2 )Ju(iW- py')u 
pa (J- lx)c? (1- a)i 

+. ai u( iW- py-(p- a(i+ Y, (r- i)'' )J(iW- p~)+ (r- i)" (iW- p~)) tW-py (1-a)a"' (1-a)t a" (1-a)1 

+~ a(a-1)i
2 

U(r-i)
2 (iW-py)2 !o. 

2 
(iW- py)2 dl (1- a)i 

Simplifying shows that it equals zero, as required. 

Expected Utility Theory: Rest in Peace? 
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I ( (' ( r- i)
2 J) -pU+--- p-a i+)1 ~ U 

(I- a) (1- a) 

+aiU- .. _!!_·-(p- a(i + )1 (r- i)2 ))u +-!!.__. (r- ii U 
(l -a) (1- a)a' (1- a) a' 

a (r-i)2 

-~- .. ---·--..,-U ·o-a> (]"" 

= -[p- a( 1 + ~J!:_- i)
2

- ))u +~I- a)(p- a(i + )4-k- i)
2 -))u = o. t (1- a)~ < l- a) · (l- ct)cr 

11ms, expected utihty m equation (7) is a closed form solution which has the coefficient of absolute 

nsk aversion in equation (8) and optimal consumption and investment in equations (9) and (10). 

As a spcctal case, utility without risk in equatton (3} 1s also a closed-form solution which has 

optunal consumptton is equation ( 4 ). 

Transitwn density for rish.J' mvestments 

Tile transition density in equatton (12} must satisfy Kalmogorov's forward, also called the 

Fokker-Planck. equation (Gard, p. 30). 

cp C.lJ ( • .)R .~ (il P .-2 n2 0 -+- 1-1 - v.--u n = . .., 'CD t 12 cnl "f • 
or tln1 tin, 

PartJally differentiate the transition density once with respect to the future time and twice with 

respect to the future value of the nsky investment. 

;p p (lnRr-(tnR,+(r-i)(r-t)+~2 d(r-t)))(<r-i)+~cr) 
-=-M--+ P 
c1r *(r-t) d'(r-t) 

(tn Rr- (tn 1\ + (r- i)( r- t) + ~2 al( r- t))r 
+ M "'< >2 P~ () r- t 

( ln R r - (In R, + ( r - i )( r- t) + h d ( r- t))) 
p· 

Rral( r- t) ' 

c1p 
-· = 

p (tnRr-(lnR,+(r-i)(r-t)+~al(r-t))) 
R;ci-( r- t) + R;ci-( r- t) p 

( ln Rr - (In R, + ( r - i)( r- 1) + Yz d ( r- I)) Y 
+ R;a4 ( r- t)2 p. 

Substitute the derivatives into the left-hand side of Kalmogorov's forward equation. 
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p (tn Rr- (ln R, +(r- i)( r- t) + .!~ rl'( r-t)))(<r- i)+ J~ rl') 
- ~ (·;:;) + --- cr( r-1) p 

(In Rr - (In R, + (r- i )( r- I) + "2 cr ( t - t)) r 
+M~---.. - P o'( T-!)2 

(In R
1 

- ( In R, + ( r - i )( r- I ) + ~2 if' ( r -1))) 
- ··-- -·-----·--·~-~----- ----· p( r- i)R 

R,rr( r- t) ' 

p , ., (tnRr- (tn R, +(r -1)( r-t)+ ~2 rl( r- t))) 
2 

+ }~ Ii~d·(··~=~) a'" R; - ){-- R; d ( r- I) prl' Rr 

(lnRr -(lnR1 +(r-l)(r-t)+ ''2,-l(r-f))Y , 
2

? 
- ~ R;cl( r: t):z prr R: =0. 

Simplifying shows the Kalmogorov's forward equation to be satisfied. 

cp Jl (In R: - (In R, + ( r- i )( r- 1) + ~2 al ( r- I)))( ( r- i) + 'r2 cr) 
~-- + .X--. - - " - p 
t!r ~ ( r- t) a'"(r- f) 

(In R
1

- (tn R, +(r- i)( r-t) + t2 ~( r-I))Y 
- Yz. ' -------- p 

2 cr(r-/}2 

c.p lp 
=----::0. 

i}r t?r 

Expected .Utility Theory: Rest in Pear;e? 
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